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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
Research in asteroid detection and orbital characterization has identified a new class of 
possible natural disaster.  Asteroids are the only known type of natural disaster that could 
potentially destroy civilization.  The societal importance of asteroid detection is assumed 
to be high, given the destructive capacity of Potentially Hazardous Asteroids (PHAs).  
This paper offers a decision analysis framework to aid in decision making regarding what 
to do when confronted by a particular PHA of a given size with a given probability of 
impact.  Three decisions are modeled: (1) Study the PHA with a large telescope to further 
refine orbital estimates; (2) Send a small reconnaissance spacecraft to survey the PHA; 
and/or (3) Send a large spacecraft mission to disrupt the orbit of the PHA using nuclear 
explosives.  
 
 
 
 



INTRODUCTION: THE ASTEROID IMPACT HAZARD 
Asteroid impact is considered a significant hazard, with a history of small and large-scale 
planetary destruction (it is generally held to be responsible for the end of the dinosaurs).  
Potentially Hazardous Asteroids (PHA’s) are defined as any near-Earth asteroid that has 
an orbital intersection distance of less than 0.05 astronomical units (AU) from the path of 
Earth.  In other words, an asteroid that is expected to pass within 7.5 Million kilometers 
from Earth at a certain point in the future (roughly 20 times the distance from the Earth to 
the Moon) is defined as a PHA.   
 
In order to understand the statistical significance of the probability of impact Figure 1 is 
offered below (JPL, 2003a), showing a hypothetical asteroid trajectory as it passes Earth.  
Note that the nominal trajectory or ‘line of variations’ (LOV) clearly does not impact.  
However, the uncertainty region or width of the LOV does intersect with Earth at a given 
value of sigma (standard deviation).  The probability of impact is therefore the likelihood 
that the estimated line of variations actually does intersect with Earth.  In other words, it 
is the probability that the LOV is wrong. 
 

Figure 1.  Diagram of statistical uncertainty for the path of a hypothetical PHA (JPL, 2003a). 

 
In order to improve the estimate of the LOV, more observations of the asteroid along its 
trajectory are required.  This is usually done with an optical telescope, although 
sometimes it is also done using a radar signal originating from a radar telescope such as 
Aricebo in Puerto Rico.  While estimates are available regarding likelihood of impact for 
a particular PHA that has been discovered, it should be noted that less that 20% of the 
expected number of PHAs have currently been identified.  Another important data set that 
is used to predict asteroid impact rates is the crater record on Earth and on the Moon.  For 
the purposes of this paper, modeling will be limited to PHAs that have been already 
identified. 
 
 
 



ECONOMIC MODEL OF POTENTIAL IMPACT DAMAGE 
Impact damage models to date have been limited to predictions of the amount of physical 
damage that would ensue from a collision of given magnitude.  No models yet exist 
regarding the economic damage resulting from an asteroid impact (Chapman, 2001).  For 
that reason, a preliminary model of economic damage has been constructed to fit a range 
of asteroid sizes. 
 
The starting point for the damage model is the chart in Appendix 1 (source – Atkinson, 
2000) that shows expected physical damage related to asteroid size and impact frequency.  
Note there is a rough correlation between crater size and asteroid size that suggests a 
multiplier of around 20:1. 
 
In order to translate the physical damage into expected economic damage, a number of 
assumptions were made.  The first assumption is that due to the random nature of the 
impact phenomenon (i.e., the probability is equally likely for an impact to occur 
anywhere in the world), an averaged value of global domestic product per square 
kilometer would capture the potential economic disruption of a truly random impact.  
This metric has the advantage of quantitative scaling with the expected area of damage, 
with the units are in square kilometers.  For the purposes of this analysis, the GDPworld 
value for the year 2001 of $32 Trillion dollars was used.  Next, the number of square 
kilometers in the entire world (including oceans) is estimated to be 500 Million.  This 
yields an average value for GDP per square kilometer of $64,000.  Note that by including 
the area of the ocean this estimate of potential damage factors in the likelihood of an 
ocean impact.  In other words, an impact on land would cost on average four times that 
value ($256,000), while an ocean impact is assumed to generate zero cost (note that the 
ocean covers roughly 75% of the surface of the Earth).  So indeed, a random impact in 
2001 would generate roughly $64,000 of damage on average to the productivity of each 
square kilometer of Earth that was affected. 
 
The second assumption considers the difference between disruption of productivity and 
damage to infrastructure.  It is not difficult to see that the value that one square kilometer 
of productive land can produce in one year is different than the value of that land and the 
factors of production that lie on it.  For the purposes of the proposed economic damage 
model, the land value is ignored and the value of factors of production become the focus.  
It is assumed that a typical amortization period of 7 years reflects the average multiplier 
in value for infrastructure that generates the annual productive output (for example, a 
plant that produces $64,000 per year of value that must be replaced after 7 years would 
exactly pay for itself in that period).  Thus, it is assumed that the multiplier of 7 times the 
annual productivity of the land can be used to estimate the damage to infrastructure, 
provided that infrastructure was completely wiped out by the impact.   
 
The third assumption concerns the amount of disruption in square kilometers that an 
impact of a given size would generate.  It is assumed that for a given crater size, the area 
within the crater is vaporized (the planetary scientists prefer the term excavated).  It is 
further assumed that an area within 10-crater-diameters experiences destruction of its 
infrastructure.  Finally, it assumed that an area within 100-crater-diameters experiences 



disruption of one year’s worth of annual productive output.  Note that when a crater is 
excavated, most of the material is deposited near the crater.  However, a shock wave 
propagates outward from the center of the impact, and the heat associated with the impact 
can ignite structures that are nearby.  These estimates are considered reasonable, perhaps 
conservative (however, an expert in the physical damage associated with potential 
impacts should check them for validity). 
 
The chart in Appendix 1 was extrapolated to produce Table 1 below (the extrapolated 
data is shown in red), with the economic assumptions in the above paragraphs integrated 
into the columns on the right side.  The ‘expected value’ column multiplies the total 
economic damage with the annual likelihood of impact.  Note that the combined figure of 
annual expected economic damage is $10.58 Million dollars.  This estimate is 
surprisingly similar to the annual budget allocated to asteroid detection worldwide. 

 
Table 1.  Model of economic damage associated with a given set of PHAs (after . 



Now the question emerges:  Where is there a decision to be made concerning this model? 
 
The answer:  Ongoing asteroid search programs identify PHAs on a regular basis.  Once a 
PHA has been identified, a decision analysis framework based on an economic damage 
model can provide insight as to how to best respond to the threat of impact. 
 
But first, an important conclusion results from this analysis.  It has become possible using 
the model above to create an equation that relates economic damage to the size of the 
PHA.  The equation for expected economic damage as a function of asteroid diameter 
uses the following list of variables, parameters and equations.  Again, the logic behind 
these equations is discussed in the previous section. 
 
Variables: 
Ra = Radius of the asteroid or PHA 
Rc = Radius of the impact crater 
Ri = Radius of infrastructure damage 
Rp = Radius of production disruption (one year of output loss is assumed) 
GDPkm = Average GDP per square kilometer (including oceans) 
d = Discount rate (8% is assumed) 
P(i) = Probability of impact for the given PHA 
Pi = 3.14159 
T = Expected impact time from present (in years) 
 
Parameters: 
ID = Estimated economic impact damage 
PVID = Present value of impact damage 
EVID = Expected value of impact damage 
 
Equations: 
Rc = 20 * Ra 
Ri = 10 * Rc  
Rp = 100 * Rc 
ID = Pi*Ri

2 * (7*GDPkm) + Pi*Rp
2 * GDPkm 

PVID = ID/(1+d)^T 
EVID = PVID * P(i) 
 
Thus;  EVID = [P(i)*Pi*(200Ra)2 *(7*GDPkm) + Pi*(2000Ra)2 *GDPkm]/(1+d)^T 
 
The equation above relates expected economic damage to probability of impact, asteroid 
radius, time to impact, discount rate and GDP per square kilometer.  All of these 
variables are well characterized for a given PHA. 
 
 



 
 
 
Applying The Economic Damage Model To The List Of 46 PHAs 
The NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) maintains a Near-Earth Object office that is 
responsible for the current list of potentially hazardous asteroids.  There are currently 46 
known objects that are considered potentially hazardous, as shown in Appendix 2 (see 
JPL, 2003b).  The economic model has been applied to this data, estimating ID, PVID 
and EVID for each of these 46 elements, also shown in Appendix 2.  The top ten PHAs as 
sorted by the EVID metric were extracted and are shown below in Table 2.  These ten 
objects will become the input data set for the decision model.  In other words, the optimal 
decision with respect to how to respond to these threats will be the expected result of the 
decision model. 
 
 Table 2.  List of Top ten PHAs showing ID, PVID and EVID metrics. 

 
 
 
COSTING AND PROBABILITIES FOR THREE PRIMARY DECISIONS 
The next section of this analysis will posit three primary decisions that can be made with 
respect to a clearly identified hazardous asteroid.  The decisions are: 1) Whether or not to 
conduct telescopic observation; (2) Whether or not to conduct a spacecraft 
reconnaissance mission; And (3) Whether or not to conduct a hazard mitigation space 
mission.  Unit costs have been estimated for each of these decisions as elaborated below. 
 
The Telescopic Observation Decision 
Unit detection costs for PHA telescopic observation is estimated at a value of $1,000 per 
hour.  This cost is assumed to account for overhead, salaries and maintenance expenses 
and is assumed to be a marginal cost (that is, does not account for amortized capital 
infrastructure cost).  It is assumed that one hour of telescope time has a 95% likelihood of 
decreasing the probability of impact by an order of magnitude, and a 5% likelihood of 
increasing the probability of impact by a factor of 2.   



 
The Spacecraft Reconnaissance Decision 
A spacecraft reconnaissance mission would provide precise orbital data regarding the 
PHA, further refining the estimate of probability of impact.  In addition, a rendezvous 
with an asteroid would characterize the size; spin rate and composition of the body, 
providing valuable data for a mitigation mission.  The Near Earth Asteroid Rendezvous 
(NEAR) mission cost $150 Million.  For the purposes of this analysis, it is assumed that a 
NEAR-like spacecraft would be adequate for the purposes of orbital refinement and 
physical property delineation.  The probability of a successful mission is assumed to be 
85%.  The result of a ‘successful’ spacecraft reconnaissance mission would be to 
decrease the probability of impact by two orders of magnitude.  The likelihood of an 
‘unsuccessful’ mission is assumed to be 15%, with the result of a fivefold increase in the 
probability of impact. 
 
The Hazard Mitigation Mission Decision 
A mission to avert a highly probable asteroid impact is defined as a hazard mitigation 
mission.  For the purposes of this paper, a simple mission will be hypothesized.  It is 
assumed that the use of two nuclear devices in succession could alter the trajectory of an 
asteroid.  The first would employ a shaped charge to burn a tunnel into the asteroids 
subsurface (perhaps a hundred feet).  The second device would be emplaced within the 
hole and when detonated would blast a sizable portion of the asteroid in a pre-specified 
direction, modifying the orbit of the larger body.  The total estimated cost for this type of 
mitigation strategy is assumed to be $2 Billion dollars, and it is assumed to be available 
in time to mitigate the approaching hazard.  The likelihood of ‘success’ of this theoretical 
mitigation mission is assumed to be 75%, and is assumed to reduce the probability of 
impact by three orders of magnitude.  The likelihood of ‘no change’ for the mitigation 
mission is assumed to be 23%, and would leave the probability of impact unchanged.  
The likelihood of ‘failure’ of the mitigation mission is assumed to be 2%, and would 
increase the probability of impact by an order of magnitude. 
 
 
DECSION ANALYSIS PROBLEM FORMULATION 
The preceding discussion has been summarized by integrating the various assumptions 
into Table 3 below.  An important simplifying assumption was made – that the reduction 
or increase in impact probabilities would map directly into final values.  Thus, the 
decision model only considers the likelihood of success or failure of each decision. 
 

Table 3.  Assumptions used to build decision model. 



A sample of the results of applying these value multipliers is shown below in Table 4 for 
the case of a PHA named ‘2002 RB182.’  Note that this asteroid is at the top of the JPL 
list shown in Table 2. 
 
 Table 4.  Expected values associated with assumed P(i) multipliers (Value shown in $). 

 
Finally, these values and their associated likelihoods are mapped into a decision tree.  
Results of the decision tree formulation are shown below as Figure 2. 
 

Figure 2.  Decision tree for PHA ‘2002 RB182.’ 

 
 
Note that the decision tree recommends telescopic observation of the asteroid, with a 
95% likelihood of reducing the expected damage figure by a factor of ten.  Further, no 
spacecraft reconnaissance or mitigation is recommended.  This is not a surprising result, 
as the expected value of impact damage (EVID) is just over $5,600.  Note that this PHA 
represents the highest EVID on the current hazard list.  Therefore, no spacecraft recon or 
mitigation is recommended with respect to any known asteroid hazard. 
 
 
 
 



 
RESULTS OF DECSION ANALYSIS 
As is shown on the previous page, the highest known asteroid hazard merits one hour of 
telescopic observation.  Results are summarized in Table 5 below for the other nine 
members of the PHA hazard list derived from Table 2.  Note that telescopic observation 
is only recommended for the top three.  Also note that the expected value resulting from 
decision analysis (EVDA) is lower than the EVID metric in those three cases.  This is due 
to the 95% likelihood of a tenfold decrease in P(i) as reflected by a lower expected 
damage figure. 
 

Table 5.  Results of decision analysis for the top ten asteroid hazards. 

 
It must be reiterated that less than 20% of the estimated PHA population has been 
discovered to date.  The utility of this type of decision analysis model may be in 
evaluating what to do if a ‘real problem’ is discovered in the near future.  A recent 
example may illustrate the potential for trouble.  On December 6, 2003, an asteroid 
named ‘2003 XJ7’ passed within 150,000 kilometers of Earth (40% of the distance to the 
Moon – a very close call) traveling nearly 17 kilometers per second.  We did not see it 
coming.  It was estimated to be between 15 and 33 meters in size.  It could have caused a 
sizable amount of trouble had it impacted an urban area.  It is the nearest miss that has 
been observed to date.  2003 XJ7 and similar near misses are used by the scientific 
community as rationale to step up the discovery rate for PHAs.  Provided the asteroid 
assessment rate increases, potential hazard discoveries could emerge that challenge the 
decision maker.  The utility or value of the current decision analysis model will next be 
explored by a series of ‘what if’ questions.  The premise is simple.  What if the likelihood 
of impact for four of the known PHAs was higher?  Table 6 below lists the assumed 
values for increased likelihood, as well as the decisions recommended by the model.  
 

Table 6.  What-if analysis for increased P(i) likelihood for four known PHAs. 

 



Table 6 clearly shows that the decision analysis model does indeed recommend 
spacecraft and mitigation missions, given a significant enough likelihood of impact.  To 
aid in understanding the model results, Appendix 3 shows the decision model outcomes 
for the asteroid ‘2001 CA21’ (expected to travel nearby Earth in the year 2020) for 
assumed likelihood of impact values of 2%, 1.2% and 1%.  Note that these are the values 
that trigger the mitigation decision, the spacecraft decision and the telescope decision, 
respectively. 
 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
The list of know PHAs offer very low likelihoods for impact.  This fact is well 
represented by the EVID metric, which is well below $10,000 for all members of the list.  
However, the chance that a future discovery may uncover a real hazard will remain high 
until the catalogue of PHAs is more complete.  Therefore, the decision analysis model 
and economic damage estimation procedure are offered as a straightforward method of 
modeling a proper response to future hazards. 
 
 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
This model is relatively simplistic, and was constructed in a short period of time.  Further 
work would improve the results substantially.  Note that this paper has focused on the 
decision analysis framework rather than a comprehensive treatment of economic damage.  
For that reason, these preliminary results are framed as a process to follow, and should 
not be considered authoritative.  More work is recommended. 
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APPENDIX 1:  Diagram from Atkinson (2000). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



APPENDIX 2.  JPL (2003b) list of 46 Potentially Hazardous Asteroids (PHAs). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



APPENDIX 3.  DA formulations for PHA ‘2001 CA21’ given P(i)=2%, 1.2% and 1%. 
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